1.2.1 (Number & Quantity): I can classify and define all real numbers and their properties.

   Date assigned:

   P. 15: 10-12, 35-40, 51, 53, 60-64

1.4.1 (Algebra): I can solve equations and explain my answer.

   Date assigned:

   P. 30: 14-24 evens, 28-32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 53

1.5.1 (Algebra): I can solve inequalities and explain my answer.

   Date assigned:

   P. 38: 12, 13, 20-23, 24-42 evens

1.6.1 (Algebra): I can solve equations involving absolute value.

   Date assigned:

   P. 46: 10-24 evens

1.6.2 (Algebra): I can solve inequalities involving absolute value and write solutions in multiple ways.

   Date assigned:

   P. 46: 26-40 evens, 57-60
2.3.1/2.4.1 (Functions): I can graph a linear equation given multiple forms (slope-intercept, standard form, point-slope form).

Date assigned:

P. 78: 14, 16, 28-36, 47-49 AND P. 86: 26, 28, 36-41

2.3.2/2.4.2 (Algebra): I can write the equation of a linear function in multiple ways (slope-intercept, standard form, point-slope form).

Date assigned:

P. 78: 18, 20, 22, 24 AND P. 86: 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 30, 31

*Note: Additional activities or worksheets may be given in addition to the problems above for any learning objective.